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ABSTRACT:
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam was born on 15 October 1931 was an aerospace scientist then he served as the 11th President of India from 2002 to 2007. He also engages in recreation an essential organizational, practical, and radical role. The Government of India honored him by the Padma Bhushan in 1981 and the Padma Vibhushan in 1990. Kalam was requested by Raja Ramanna to observe the country’s first nuclear test laughing Buddha. The Bharat Ratna is the highest civilian award of the Republic of India. A.P.J. Abdul kalam got the Padma Bhushan on 1981. His vision is to let every scholar to light up the sky with conquest using their covert fire in the heart.
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INTRODUCTION:
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam was born 15 October 1931 was an aerospace scientist and he served as the 11th President of India from 2002 to 2007. He was born and upturned in Rameswaram, Tamil Nadu and studied physics and aerospace engineering. He spent the next four eras as a scientist and science overseer, mostly at the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) as well as Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and was familiarly involved in India’s citizen space programme and military missile development efforts. He thus originated to be recognized as the Missile Man of India for his effort on the development of ballistic missile also launches vehicle skill. He also engages in recreation an essential organizational, practical, and radical role in India’s Pokhran-II nuclear trials in 1998, the first meanwhile the original nuclear test by India in 1974.

AWARDS AND HONORS
Kalam conventional 7 honorary doctorates from 40 universities. The Government of India honored him by the Padma Bhushan in 1981 and the Padma Vibhushan in 1990 for his effort with ISRO and DRDO and his part as a scientific consultant to the Government. In 1997, Kalam conventional India’s highest citizen honour, the Bharat Ratna, for his influence to the scientific study and modernization of defence knowledge in India. In 2013, National Space Society given the Von Braun Award to know the excellence in the organization and management of a space-related plan.
Kalam received many tributes. The Tamil Nadu state administration announced that his birthdate, 15 October, would be pragmatic across the nation as “Youth Renaissance Day;” the state administration further...
introduced the "Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Award" establishing an 8-gram gold medal documenting and $500,000. The award will be given annually on Freedom Day, beginning in 2015, to citizens of the state with achievements in encouraging scientific growth, the humankind or the welfare of students.

On the birthday of Kalam's birth in 2015 the CBSE set topics on his name in the CBSE appearance series. The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, formulaically released postage stamps honoring Kalam at DRDO Bhawan in New Delhi on 15 October 2015, the 84th anniversary of Kalam's birth. Scholars at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) had exposed a new bacterium on the strainers of the International Space Station (ISS) and named it \textit{Solibacillus kalamii} to honor the late leader Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.

**EMINENT SCIENTIST**

Kalam was requested by Raja Ramanna to observer the country's first nuclear test laughing Buddha as the illustrative of TBRL, even though he had not contributed to its growth. In the 1970s, Kalam also absorbed two projects, Project Devil then Project Valiant, which sought to grow ballistic arms from the skill of the fruitful SLV programme. In spite of the irritation of the Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Union Cabinet was allotted top-secret funds for these aerospace projects through her optional powers under Kalam's presidency.

**BARATHA RATNA (1997)**

The Bharat Ratna is the maximum civilian award of the Republic of India. Founded in 1954, the award is deliberated in the credit of excellent service and presentation of the highest order, without difference of race, occupation, location, or sex. The award was initially limited to accomplishments in the arts, literature, knowledge, and public facilities, but the government prolonged the standards to include "any park of social endeavor" in December 2011. The recommendations for the Bharat Ratna are made by the Prime Minister to the President, with a maximum of three nominees being awarded per year. A.P.J. Abdul kalam got the BarathaRatna on 1997.

**PADMA BHUSHAN (1981)**

The Padma Bhushan is the 3rd highest civilian award in the Republic of India, preceded by the Bharat Ratna then the Padma Vibhushan and tailed by the Padma Shri. Instituted on 2 January 1954, the reward is given for "eminent service of a high order deprived of difference of race, job, position or sex." The award criteria comprise "service in any arena including facility rendered by Administration servants" counting doctors and experts, but reject those employed with the public sector undertakings. As of 2019, the prize has been gave on 1254 persons, counting 21 posthumous and 96 non-citizen recipients. A.P.J. kalam got the Padma Bhushan on 1981.

**CONCLUSION**

Kalam set a board of interacting with 100,000 students during the two years after his acknowledgment from the post of scientific adviser in 1999. He explained, "I feel contented in the professional of young people, chiefly high school students. Hereafter, I intend to part with them involvements, helping them to kindle their fancy and preparing them to effort for a industrialized India for which the road chart is already obtainable." His dream is to let each scholar to light up the blue with victory by their latent fire in the heart.
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